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 Ooops!
 

 You may not have access to the page you requested. We love your enthusiasm and wanting to skip ahead though.  It shows you are serious about quitting.

As a BONUS feature (since you are here)‚ we thought you may want to find out a little more about the IFQ Movement and how working directly one-on-one with us can get YOU the results you want.

Please enjoy the following (very casual) interview done recently with David "the quitter" Ross and Stacy, a member of the IFQ Community.
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For privacy reasons YouTube needs your permission to be loaded. For more details, please see our Privacy Policy.
I Accept




 

 
 

 In this interview‚ David "the quitter" Ross sits down with Stacy‚ a member of the IFQ community.  Stacy was a 30+ year smoker‚ who had tried patches‚ pills‚ and many other ways to quit. After joining the IFQ community‚ she's now able to say "I Finally Quit" for years!


 

 
 









Interview with Stacy, IFQ Member 
[ 22 Minutes ]

In this video‚ we learn from a former smoker of 30 years.

She let's us know ...

	What led up to the final time she quit.
	How she did it.
	How she's maintained her "quitter" status.
	And‚ more.
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Your privacy is very important to us. We do not and will not sell your data.


Click 'ACCEPT' to ensure you get the best experience on our website.

More information about cookies can be found in our privacy policy. Cookie Details 
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THIRD PARTY EMBEDS

Third-party cookies are cookies that are set by other websites, not this one. This website may use embedded content from other websites, such as Google maps. Your consent is required to view content from these websites embedded on this site.
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TRACKING COOKIES

These cookies are used to collect information to analyze the traffic to our website and how visitors are using our website. For example, these cookies may track things such as how long you spend on the website or the pages you visit which helps us to understand how we can improve our website site for you. The information collected through these tracking and performance cookies do not identify any individual visitor.
	


Tracking Cookies 






ABOUT COOKIES

Cookies are very small text files that are stored on your computer when you visit a website. We use cookies for a variety of purposes and to enhance your online experience on our website. You can decline certain types of cookies by unchecking them below and clicking 'update settings'. You can also remove any cookies already stored on your computer by clicking here. Please keep in mind that unchecking or deleting cookies may prevent you from using parts of our website.



STRICTLY NECESSARY COOKIES

These are cookies that are required for the operation of our website details of which can be found here.



Spam? No way! Sell your info? Never!

View our privacy policy.
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